HOW TO USE THE LAW TO PROTECT YOUR COMMUNITY!
Introducing FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN. This reporting service, written in plain English for you ‐ the
professional inspector, will show you how your colleagues have used the law to protect their communities
from the consequences of fire code violations, and will keep you on the cutting edge of the most pivotal fire
origin and cause legal issues.
The law is on your side ‐ you must know how to use it! Each monthly issue
will bring to your fingertips the most important lawsuits related to fire code
inspections, fire investigations, and more.
Your exposure and your community's exposure to potential litigation over
'negligent' fire code inspections, improper preservation of evidence,
unsubstantiated expert testimony, and tough sanctions for code violators
has never been greater.
We will show you how many, if not most of these cases are won by the fire
department, fire marshal, fire code inspector, or fire investigator. Just as im‐
portant, we will show you how well intentioned mistakes can result in enor‐
mous legal expenses. How will the court decide? The stakes are
enormous. Be prepared.

7 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE:
1. The RISK OF LIABILITY during inspections has never been greater—you must learn to mitigate to risk of
negligent inspections!
2. Well intentioned mistakes can result in ENORMOUS LEGAL EXPENSES—we’ll tell you how to avoid
these mistakes!
3. Having the MOST IMPORTANT LAWSUITS related to code inspections and fire investigations at your
fingertips in plain English will make your job easier!
4. Learning how your colleagues USE THE LAW to enforce the fire code and to conduct proper fire
investigations is the first step towards a fire‐safe community!
5. The law is ON YOUR SIDE—if you know how to use it!
6. FREE ANNUAL ARCHIVE CD‐ROM with your subscription! An $89 value, this CD‐Rom features every
back issue of FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN from the past year.
7. The only risk is not subscribing—and not being legally informed!

FREE ANNUAL ARCHIVE CD-ROM!
Subscribe today and receive a FREE ANNUAL ARCHIVE CD‐ROM! An $89 value, this CD‐Rom features every
back issue of FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN from the past year!

OUR JOB IS TO MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER!
Our staff of attorneys examine every reported fire service lawsuit throughout the country. We condense the
most important decisions in a way that shows you how to avoid the very same situations and, if
necessary, hot to successfully defend yourself! We report in plain English—not legalese!
FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN will undoubtedly help you avoid a nightmare lawsuit within the next
twelve months. Our service will prepare you for the times when legally contentious issues arise and your law‐
yer is not present. It only makes sense to be as legally informed as possible! Our service pays for itself by
keeping you informed—and by keeping you out of court!

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE!
FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN provides code inspectors, fire marshals, and building officials just like you
with exclusive content every month. Our reports cannot be found anywhere else! Your subscription will bring
the most important legal information to your fingertips, every month!

SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED!
Your subscription to FIRE INSPECTIONS LAW BULLETIN is fully guaranteed! If you are not satisfied , for any
reason, simply give us a call and we will refund your entire subscription cost—even the shipping!

FREE 800-HOTLINE!
Your subscription includes access to every lawsuit we have reported! Just a phone call away, the
800 HOTLINE is one of the most important benefits to becoming a subscriber! If you have a question or are
concerned about a problem that could escalate into a lawsuit, simply call us and we will send you every case
we can find in our archive that pertains to your situation—all within 24 hours!
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